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What is an „archive“?
www.nacr.cz
Record = Information
Act on Archiving and Records Management N. 499/2004 Coll.
record -shall be understood as 
written, picture, audio-video or any 
other registered information in an 
analogue or digital form, authored by 
or submitted to an agency; 
archival record - shall be understood as a 
record which has been (due to the period of 
its origination, content, origin, external 
attributes and permanent value deriving 
from its political, economic, legal, historical, 
cultural, scientific or informative 
importance) selected in the public interest 
for permanent storage and has been 
included in the registers of archival records; 
seal-matrices, stamps or other material objects relating to the archival fonds or archival collections which had 
been (due to the time of their establishment, content, origin, external attributes and permanent value deriving 
from their political, economic, legal, historical, cultural, scientific or informative importance) selected in the 
public interest for permanent storage and included in the registers of archival records; 
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Obligation to keep the record and allow selection 
(§3 Act on Archiving…)





• Creators (subjects of private law) are not obliged to keep record
management systems
• Creators (subjects of public law) with a mandatory record 
management system / electronic record management system do not 
have all records in the record management system
• Content of internet and intranet sites
• E-mail, files from data storage/repositories
• Database including operational information systems
• Technical data carriers as a part of the file
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Not everything is in record management systems…
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Creators (subjects of public law)-
electronic record management 
system– confusing simplification
• Obligation to use electronic record management system
(Act on Archiving N. 499/2004 Coll.)
• Execution of appreaisal procedures and handing over 
selected archive records via standardized packages(§ 20 /5 
and § 21 /4 Ord. N. 259/2012 Coll., National standard for 
electronic management systems VMV čá. 57/2017)
• Obligation to save digital documents from technical media to 
electronic record management system (§ 19/ 2/ j   Ord. N. 
259/2012 Coll.)
Creators (subjects of private law) 
• Obligation to convert records in digital form intended for 
selection of archival records into output data format and its 
metadata provision
• If a record cannot be converted to a specified data format and 
provided with metadata, even in collaboration with the 
appropriate archive, the record will be converted by creator
into the analogue form.(§ 13/5 Act N. 499/2004 Coll.)
Problem: there is no implementing regulation!
What to do in the archive?
It is not important whether it is a file, a manuscript, a print 
or a film…
The creator, resp. provenance, the relationship of the 
creator to the record.
„ Creator shall be understood as any entity creating a 
record; documents submitted or otherwise transferred to 
such entity shall be also considered created by that entity“
(§ 2/d Act on Archiving N. 499/2004 Coll.)
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What to do in the archive?
We assess constant value but…
- In the past, underestimating of personal types of records
(prints, photographs): „if it is printed, it belongs to the library".
- In the case of the National Archives, the transmission of 
bulletins issued by the creators of archival fonds (eg.
ministries) to the library collection of the National Archives
Library = violation of the provenance principle
- In some cases, archives do not take into account today that 
archival records are not only written text: for example -
massive underestimation of technical and construction 
documentation (and its destruction or leaving to the National 
Technical Museum Archives).
- The thesis “it must be saved in the other place”.
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What is grey literature in the archive?
„Documents that are not published in the usual way 
and are therefore not available on the regular book 
market (eg theses and dissertations, research 
reports, internal documents, official publications, 
etc..).“ 
(Czech Terminological Database of Librarianship and Information Science)
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Grey literature in analogue form in archival fonds
of obliged creators
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• Unfortunate provision of the Act of Administrative Procedure: "The 
enclosure to the file is, in particular, (...) records on the electronic 
media."(§ 17 odst. 1 Act on Administrative  procedure N. 500/2004 
Coll.)
• Technical carriers are unstable – a risk of illegibility
• After receiping of these files, the archive have to take out carriers
from the file and deposit them into the digital archive (or say 
goodbye to its content)
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Technical carriers in files
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Protocol on selection of archive records Ref. NA 4032/2009-05
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Protocol on selection of archive records - Silva Tarouca Research Institute for Landscape and 
Ornamental Gardening
Accrual N. 6525/creator VÚKOZ/NAD 1669
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Should we even deal with this?
Problems related to the digitization of society
• Archivists often perceive only the "object of record
management", that is, what is recorded as a record.
• Databases, GIS/CAD data and most of the grey literature 
= totally out of the records management (not „recorded“)
• Web and intranet pages are a record as well.




• In practice, archives place primary emphasis on 
preservation, not using.
• The National Archive Portal as a part of the National 
Digital Archives enables transferring of individual data 
files, their provision by basic metadata and creation of 
the SIP package
• The National Digital Archive ensures the possible 
migration of the data format
= meeting the requirements of the law - § 15 Act on 
Archiving N. 499/2004 Coll.
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„selection outside the shredding process “, 
part of the National Archives Portal for the preparation of data packages 
and their permanent storage
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National Digital Archive Tool
• The tool enables to add metadata in cooperation with the archivist 
and the creator
• Eventual conversion into output data formats will be provided by the
tools of the National Digital Archive
• Example of previously received records :
• Photo archive of the political party KDU-ČSL
• Technical carriers took out from analogue control files and 
administrative files of the Personal Data Protection Office 
• Contents of the server disk of the former Ministry of Informatics
• Memoirs of Čestmír Císař (manuscript)
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National Digital Archive Tool
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